
Sample SOP for Business Analytics
In today’s business, a revolution has been created by advanced technology and in turn,
altered the business environment. Data is the defining factor that decides your business
success rate.

The marketing strategies, customer evaluations, product development, etc. are all depending
on the dataset analysis. Thus, it is essential for a data analyst like me to learn all the latest
data analysis procedures and practices.

This will help in refining my technical skills and strengthen my career path. I am confident,  I
can acquire all my required skills like financial planning, evaluating skills, etc. through the
Business analytics course at XYZ University.

My Computer Science and Engineering degree has helped me to learn programming, data
structures, algorithms, and AI basics. My interest in the various programming languages has
equipped me to learn languages like C, C++, JavaScript, HTML, and Python.

My curiosity about the changing marketing trend is striving to use these skills in this real-time
data-driven world. This is possible only if I have mastered the cutting edge of business
analytics practices.

I started doing an internship during my undergraduate education, in the ABC company.
Being a trainee programmer, my responsibility was full-stack development in HTML, Django,
and MongoDB.

This experience tested the intellectual and technological skills that I developed during my
graduation. This experience inclined me towards the data analysis field and thus took up my
current job as a data analyst in the CBC company.

My current job role is demanding for the application of the theoretical knowledge gained by
me during my undergraduate education. The major project in my job was to do predictive
analysis, where I will be analyzing the data to know when the business will be high based on
the customer feedback, sales season, discounts offered, etc.

This process gave me an interactive interface with customers across the globe and
emphasized the importance of having international exposure. This project has taught me to
plan the tasks based on priority, and interpret the data for required information.

In my job tenure as a data analyst, I was entrusted with opportunities to handle multiple
projects simultaneously. This enriched my professional experience and prepared me to learn
new technologies in addition to my work requirements. As I carry a drive to excel in what I
do, I started making decisions based on the data and this practice scaled up my
performance, as the decisions made were bringing in success.

To have a strong foothold in my career path, I wish to pursue an education that will be
connecting my education and my career choice. I realized pursuing MS in business analytics
is significant as it has a hold in all the business sectors and the job value is also increasing.



My professional experience as a data analyst and my graduate degrees is making it simple
for me to manage the Business Analytics course.

Having world-class universities and an advanced education system, US universities are
offering the best Business analytics course. To have a hand in the latest technological
development and analysis practices, the US will be a perfect choice for my education.

The internship opportunities in world-class companies will give an ideal environment to
develop your skills in the business and technological domains. The US is the best location to
pursue your MS degree as the country has multicultural practices and welcomes
international students with an open hand.

I was glad to find that XYZ University is offering MS in Business analytics. The course here
seems to perfectly match my requirements with their advanced technical education system.
The lab facilities and the research opportunities give the students an opportunity to learn the
course along with real-time work experience.

The university has a good number of international students from different countries and
various extra features like accommodation, food facilities, etc are provided to make them
comfortable. Thus I have concluded to do my Business analyst course at this prestigious
institution.

After graduation, I will be restarting my career as a strategist in India. The Indian
organizations have started looking for trained business analysts as the businesses are
turning their heads toward data analysis. My graduation from XYZ University will add
prospects to my resume. I am confident that I will be able to channel my technical skills into
a satisfying job role. Implementing my acquired knowledge I aspire to make decisions that
will make my company successful.


